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a b s t r a c t
Semantic trees are a particular type of trees widely used in the representation of the concepts and their
relations. Therefore, a computational model of the reality can be built and processed by Artiﬁcial Intelligence algorithms to infer knowledge, make decisions, etc. In this work, the design of a hardware component to accelerate reasoning operations on semantic trees by means of an FPGA based platform is
presented. The target application is common-sense reasoning where marker-passing algorithms work
on semantic tree structures; the core of the Scone Knowledge-Based system.
On top of the functionality to be implemented, a strategy to deal with the implementation in reconﬁgurable hardware of dynamic and recursive data structures has been envisioned. Since lists, graphs or trees
are the cornerstone in the modelling of computer friendly solutions for complex problems; this proposal
contributes to reduce the breach between the software and silicon domains.
As a result, an optimized micro-architecture of an FPGA accelerator for marker-passer algorithms integrated into a heterogeneous computing platform, and a smart data mapping procedure have been delivered. The design has been prototyped on a Xilinx ML507 board and compared to an equivalent software
implementation, showing a signiﬁcant reduction in execution times.
Ó 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The use of complex data structures is almost unavoidable when
facing the implementation of computer friendly algorithms. These
artifacts support software developers in the modeling process of
key concepts in the domain of the problem. In this sense, the mental process of abstracting the real world, devising it as a collection
of data structures and operations to perform on them, is determinant in the success and efﬁciency achieved by the developer of
software algorithms.
The use of specialized hardware can help to speed up the
manipulation of these kinds of recursive data structures. In general,
the manipulation of these data structures in software is costly in
terms of latency due, for example, to the irregular memory access
patterns which spoil cache locality beneﬁts.
Nevertheless, there are several factors to take into account
before facing the implementation of hardware accelerators in this
context. For example, the manipulation of graphs, lists or trees is
control-oriented whereas FPGA circuits exhibit the best results
for data-oriented applications. Also, the design of circuits for
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recursive dynamic data types is not straightforward due to the
static nature of the silicon.
Hardware architects should count on building blocks or templates for implementing complex data types structures (so far,
stack or FIFO components are the most and only representative
example of standardized hardware module), just as software
developers relies on the concept of pointer. A pointer stores a reference to memory (address) where actual data is stored. Therefore,
pointers enable the implementation of indexed and indirect
addressing modes, which are of great utility to build complex data
structures. These structures implement a predeﬁned organization
of data in memory to be easily retrieved and interpreted later by
a routine running in the processor. Moreover, pointers support
dynamic growth of program variables, for example adding new
node elements to a list structure.
In this article, we present the design of a hardware component
to accelerate reasoning operations on semantic trees and an FPGA
based platform to support a scalable implementation of the Scone
Knowledge-Based system [1]. Scone is an open-source project that
provides an expressive, easy to use, scalable and efﬁcient approach
for accomplishing search and inference operations on semantic
trees. Scone, which inspires this work, proposes a marker-passing
strategy to extract the implicit knowledge.
A semantic tree is a specialization of a tree, which is a collection
of nodes hierarchically arranged, where each node points to one or
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more nodes at the next level of the hierarchy. Nodes in semantic
trees represent facts of the world (a concept) and links represent
relations between concepts. Semantic trees are widely used in
the representation and modeling of knowledge in the Artiﬁcial
Intelligence ﬁeld. Inference or reasoning processes use algorithms
that basically go through the semantic tree in order to select the
node or nodes that match the search premises.
The ﬁnal goal is to provide a high performance, scalable and
ﬂexible platform for our target application. At the same time, a
solution for the implementation of recursive data structures in this
context is provided. This work helps to reduce the semantic gap
between hardware and software which is preventing many application domains from taking advantage of the use of acceleration
units implemented as digital circuits.
The implementation of the Scone algorithms has been performed using a Xilinx ML507 prototyping board, with a Virtex-5
LX110T FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) chip. The process
does not only imply the design of the microarchitecture, but also
the study of the memory technology available in the FPGA, in order
to optimize the memory organization. Also, a keen representation
in memory of the semantic network is provided contributing to
achieve the efﬁciency goal.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
refers to previous work regarding hardware implementations of
algorithms related to complex, dynamic and recursive data structures. Section 3 describes the marker-passer algorithm and the reasoning process based on the use of semantic trees. We continue
with Section 4 where an overview of the proposed platform is
depicted, focusing on the integration with legacy Scone Engines
and scalability possibilities of our approach. A description of the
core architecture and the design decisions taken to accelerate the
marker-parser computation are given in Section 5. Section 6 contains implementation results, ﬁnishing the article with a summary
of the beneﬁts and future work in Section 7.

2. Related work
In the ﬁrst half of this section, a selection of works concerning
ad-hoc implementations of complex, recursive data structures in
hardware is presented. We focus specially on those proposals that
make it use of reconﬁgurable hardware as the target platform since
it is the driving technology in our work as well.
The ﬁrst three works deal with graph representation in hardware, and the implementation of the corresponding algorithms.
Since, in many application domains, the problem is represented
using complex networks of vertices and edges, a considerable
number of researches have been attracted to this ﬁeld of interest.
For example, [2] elaborates a framework for large graph
manipulation in hardware. Graph data, which cannot be partitioned and locally processed, is stored lineally in off-chip memories. The processing units (called Graph Processing Elements)
access the shared memory architecture through a low latency
crossbar. The architecture is accompanied by a design ﬂow that
enables the automatic extraction of the processing elements and
customization of the memory access infrastructure.
Ahmed et al. propose in [3] a static approach for a hardware
implementation of a graph where vertices are gates and the edges
are the wires that connect the gates. The graph is ﬁrst represented
by an adjacency matrix and later on mapped to the logic network.
Several implementations of core algorithms such as graph reachability and shortest path computation are also presented in this
work. Despite of the great efﬁciency achieved, the main drawback
of this proposal is the inability to grow at run time. Huelsbergen,
on the contrary, presents a dynamic approach for graph representation and manipulation in hardware which admits modiﬁcations

on the topology, since vertices and edges might be inserted or
deleted [4].
Chandra and Sinnen explore in [5] the implementation of a priority queue module to boost the performance of the Prim’s algorithm, a common graph operation for computing the minimum
spanning tree. What actually differentiates this work from others
is the abstraction provided to software developers to easily integrate the proposed solution by means of a Java to hardware interface. Thus, the usage of the embedded hardware priority queue is
transparent to the eyes of the programmer.
The articles just analysed above perform a general approach to
the problem, so their results can be reused in more speciﬁc
domains. However, most of the compiled works in this section
focus more on the optimization of the proposal for the target application domain rather than in generalization.
Besides graph implementation and its manipulation through
hardware accelerators, decision trees are the other main topic
tackled by the majority of works in the state of the art. It is worth
noticing that decision trees are broadly used as a way of supporting
a variety of tasks such as classiﬁcation, decision taking processes,
optimization, image processing and many others. However, in these works usually very little information is provided to the reader
about the implementation details of such data structures. As it
has been mentioned before, the problem of mapping decision trees
and their algorithms to a hardware circuit is hidden behind the use
case.
In [6], Decision Tree classiﬁcation for data mining support is
improved my means of a hardware computational kernel that
speeds up the most demanded operations of the algorithms. Single
oblique or nonlinear decision trees are the subject of a more generic approach developed by Struharik in [6]. Both, [5,6] use FPGA
based reconﬁgurable computing for their designs. However, the
ability to support ﬂexible and scalable designs, even at run time,
that is inherent to these devices is not exploited in these proposals.
More recently, Saqib et al. [7] published a pipelined architecture
for each of the engine processes that handle the data to be classiﬁed in parallel. In this case, the scalability of the architecture
depends on the capability of the high speed communication channel in charge of delivering data at a rate equal to the throughput of
the processing nodes.
Decision Trees are also present in the core of Random Forest
classiﬁers or K-means clustering. In [8] a systolic architecture to
speed up the training stage of a Random Forest classiﬁer, using a
very similar approach to the one carried by Nayaranan et al. in
[5], is presented. In this research line, Van Essen et al. [9] optimize
the generation of the set of decision trees so the utilization of
memory resources is the best possible. This is one of the main limiting factors in FPGA or GP-GPUs implementations. Van Essen
makes a comparison of the performance achieved by the FPGA
against GP-GPU and OpenMP for multi-core architecture. FPGA
implementation wins but needing more hardware resource due
to the limited amount of on-board memory.
Concerning K-means clustering, tree structures are used in
order to reduce the computation time. This strategy is present in
[10–12]. In [10], the authors focus on the ﬁltering algorithm where
an FPGA performs the kd-tree traversal. A centroid visiting module
is depicted in [11] where a hierarchical memory architecture maintains the binary tree structures. FPGAs are used in these works
since K-means algorithms exhibit little control and high degree
of parallelism.
Regarding concrete applications of hardware boosted decision
tree classiﬁers, [13,14] combine silicon and highly optimized VLSI
circuits for gas identiﬁcation. These works do not make it use of
FPGAs since the resulting circuit must be embodied in a small sensor, and size and power consumption are the main driving factors.
The architecture of the solution presented in [13] is optimized for
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power consumption by means of the elimination of costly computations in the decision process. The work in [14] describes a
parameterizable, fault tolerant hardware implementation of trees
classiﬁers based on a custom VLSI chip and a CPLD chip for the
same application. Another interesting application where decision
tree classiﬁers are involved is body part recognition in the Microsoft Kinect vision pipeline. Oberg et al. explore in [15] a hardware
implementation of the Forest Fire pixel classiﬁcation algorithm
using a FPGA. Finally, it is worth mentioning the work of Jiang
and Prasanna [16] where a multi-ﬁeld packet classiﬁer is implemented in a FPGA device. The inference system uses a rule-based
approach which relies itself on the use of a decision tree algorithm.
Several optimizations are proposed so the amount of memory
needed is kept in reasonable levels to be suitable for reconﬁgurable
chips.
From this point, a review of previous proposals on tailored
hardware architectures and custom machines for Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) reasoning procedures is presented. Lately, the activity
on this subject has clearly declined since Moore’s law makes it
available computer grids and supercomputers with hundreds and
thousands of cheap and powerful processors, and almost an unlimited amount of memory. Therefore, the implementation of AI algorithms over large semantic databases mostly rely on this kind of
highly distributed platforms. The bulk of the optimization work
in order to speed up execution times stems in efﬁcient data structure implementations and effective load balancing and synchronization mechanism. TROJAN [17] is a representative example of
this kind of systems.
Fahlman was the ﬁrst to propose a custom hardware architecture for his Scone Knowledge-Based system. The NETL [18]
machine is rather a concept than a real computation system. NETL
is a network of hardware components that represents the concepts
and relations of the semantic tree. Each component has an internal
memory to store marker values and the propagation logic attending to the deﬁned marker-passing algorithms. This conﬁguration
suffers from scalability issues, mainly due to the fact that every
processing element in the data path is associated to a single element of the semantic tree.
With the evolution of technology, some massively parallel
architectures with specialized processing units appeared. However, communication networks in these approaches were still ﬁxed
or not scalable. The Connection Machine [19] is a SIMD computer
with thousands of microprocessors arranged in a regular and multidimensional hypercube. Together with the microarchitecture,
there is a software layer that includes an instruction set for semantic network processing. The Semantic Network Array Processor
[20] is devoted to natural language processing. SNAP adds the
capability to modify the connections between processing units at
run time. This feature adds some degree of ﬂexibility compared
to other proposals. SNAP can be also used for semantic network
processing since it actually implements an extended model of
the marker-passing strategy. The Parallel Network Wave Machine
(PNWM) [21] combines data and control distribution (sending
the instructions to be executed to each of the different nodes) to
implement a decentralized architecture for high performance
semantic network processing. A language called Wave has been
developed to ease the programming of this data ﬂow computer.
Little work has devised the use of FPGA and reconﬁgurable
devices for AI reasoning techniques. Only GraphStep [22] proposal
by deLomirier et al. prospects the development of specialized processing engines in Xilinx Virtex-2 FPGAs for ConceptNet spreading
activation mechanism. A Network-on-a-Chip connects all the
graph-processing engines together. GraphStep uses regular BRAMs
to store the graph data and is able to perform one operation per
node and cycle thanks to the pipelining structure of the processing
engines.
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To ﬁnish, it is worth mentioning the COGENT [23] project and
the IXM2 [24] parallel associative processor. Both works are an
example, in their respective application domains, of novel hardware facilities that help to reduce execution times. For example,
the COGnitive Engine Technologies processor is a recirculating parallel computer model devoted to facilitate efﬁcient processing of
large graphs. A processing node or CAGE is composed by a COGENT
processor and a local memory where graph information is stored. A
centralized control is in charge of distributing data, command and
collects results from the individual CAGEs. IMX2 makes it use of
associative memories for fast indexing of graph data as we do in
our approach. But IXM2 is not able to handle data set hierarchies
for massive marker activation.
As a conclusion, we may say that there are many contributions
that try to offer a beneﬁt to Artiﬁcial Intelligence systems by means
of the use of hardware accelerators or custom computation systems. So far, the goal is to improve response times through local
optimizations on the reasoning algorithms rather than offer a comprehensive solution to the problem. The majority of the proposals
scale little or nothing and lack of ﬂexibility and run-time adaptability. The work presented in this article takes advantage from
the use of reconﬁgurable logic as a viable alternative to implement
a system-level approach that overcomes the limitations found on
other related works. Our solution provides a custom hardware
platform together with services and methods for smart data distribution and decentralized control.

3. Semantic trees and implicit knowledge extraction
The basic form of a semantic tree (also called semantic network)
is a graph in which each node represents a concept and the vertices
depict the relations between concepts. This abstraction is widely
used in knowledge representation because of its simplicity and
the opportunities it brings into light for automatic manipulation
in knowledge-oriented systems.
Knowledge in semantic trees adopts a hierarchical shape with
the more general concepts in higher levels and the more precise
ones (even individuals) at the leaves. In this sense, a semantic tree
basically allows knowledge categorization. Fig. 1 illustrates an
example of a semantic tree.
The real potential of knowledge-based systems is in their capability to extract what is called implicit knowledge from a semantic
network. For example, it can be easily inferred that ‘‘if Dumbo isa elephant and color-of elephants is grey, then Dumbo must be
grey!’’. Recalling Fig. 1, it can be noticed that there is nothing like
Dumbo being grey. However the implicit knowledge found in
categorization give us such information.
This inference process, which is natural to humans, is frequently
implemented in knowledge-based systems as the intersection of
sets of concepts in the semantic tree. Each concept set is obtained
through computation of closures of various transitive relations. To
the question, ‘‘what color Dumbo is?’’ the process would follow
these steps:
1. First, all the concepts related to Dumbo upwards (through the
is-a relation) need to be selected. All the visited nodes (Elephant, Mammal, Animal and Object) are tagged with a marker.
Let us say ‘‘j’’ marker (see Fig. 1).
2. Second, for each concept in the (j) set computed above, select
all the nodes (upwards) related to them through a color-of relation and tag them with the ‘‘d’’ marker. In our examples, just
the ‘‘Grey’’ concept will be marked.
3. Third, all the colors in the semantic tree have to be selected,
downwards from the color concept. Red and Grey nodes are
tagged with the ‘‘’’ mark.
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Fig. 1. Example of a semantic tree and result of marker propagation to determine the color of Dumbo.

4. Finally, the answer to the initial question would be the intersection of the sets computed in steps two and three. That is, the
only node with tags ‘‘’’ and ‘‘d’’: ‘‘Grey’’.
3.1. Marker-passing algorithms
The strategy depicted above is called marker-passer because the
implemented mechanism to build sets of concepts. Each abstraction of the semantic tree (i.e. nodes and links) is endowed with a
bit mask dedicated to propagate information during the deduction
process. Such propagation process is based on the transitive propriety of the relations between nodes.
Thus, the extraction of the implicit knowledge hidden behind
the declarative knowledge, which represents the semantic tree, is
based on three operations: upscan, downscan and select. Algorithm
1 shows an adaptation of the original algorithm for the upscan
operation. The goal is to provide the reader with the understanding
about the complexity and general procedure of these primitives.
Algorithm 1. Upscan operation pseudocode.
Upscanning(nodeN,markM,relationR)
1: Nodes2Visit = EmptySet
2: Insert(Nodes2Visit,nodeN)
3: Do
4: ActualNode = First(Node2Visit)
5: If isNotMarked(ActualNode,relationR) Then
6:
Mark(ActualNode,markM)
7:
Parents = GetParentsOf(ActualNode,relationR)
8:
Node2Visit = Union(Nodes2Visit,ParentsOf)
9: End If
10: While Nodes2Visit! = EmptySet

mask for a certain node. For example, to assert the membership
of a node N to a set S, it is only necessary to check whether the corresponding bit is activated in the node mask. Set intersections are
computed just by calculating the logic and operation of the bit
masks related to the sets under consideration.
3.2. Scone Knowledge-Based system
Scone [1] is an open-source system that efﬁciently manages the
task of extracting implicit knowledge from a knowledge base.
Developed by Dr. Scott E. Fahlman and his research group at Carnegie Mellon University, Scone implements a marker-passing
approach that allows querying the knowledge base about individuals or types that exhibit some set of properties.
Although marker-passing algorithms cannot perform some
functions present in other systems such as theorem-prover, their
simplicity enables faster execution times. Thus, the Scone system
is an interesting candidate to be embedded in handheld devices
or real time applications. The time spent exploring the facts of
the knowledge-base is constant regardless the size of the data base.
Scone’s marker-passing algorithms are extremely optimized providing high performance results. These algorithms were originally
designed for the NETL machine introduced in Section 2 which
implies a massively parallel computer to get the best ﬁgures.
Among the features that differentiate Scone from other systems
is the ability to easily add new knowledge to a system (several
manual and automatic means have been developed), exception
handling or modeling of multiple contexts. The context mechanism
models alternative paths in the reasoning process that depends on
variables such as time, place. Hypothetical, counter-factual states
or ﬁgurative language are some examples.
4. Scone reasoning FPGA platform

Given a starting node, the semantic tree is traversed towards
upper levels, visiting the current node parents. This process is
repeated until all nodes from the nodes to visit set have been visited. The condition in line 5 prevents the algorithm from propagating the marker through nodes that have already been visited. The
pseudocode for the downscan operation is almost identical to the
one shown in Algorithm 1 but the function in line 7 is replaced
with GetChildsOf. Such function, given a node N and a relation R,
computes the set of nodes which are children of N for that relationship R. The role of the upscan and downscan operations is mainly
the construction of the node set used in subsequent analysis.
Selection and intersection of node sets can be implemented
almost straightforwardly by only analyzing the values of the bit

In this work, key concepts of the Scone Knowledge-Based system have been analyzed from the hardware perspective and implemented as an FPGA-based platform for fast reasoning. The goal is to
provide a scalable and optimal solution based on the use of reconﬁgurable hardware and a smart data representation and distribution. The resulting platform exploits coarse-grain parallelism on
the reasoning process, enabling concurrent operations on several
regions of the semantic networks.
The proposed platform is composed by one or more RHCs (Reasoning Hardware Core) that are the hardware cores in charge of
accelerating marker-passing functions. They have a specialized
datapath and control logic to this endeavor. Since we are using
dynamic reconﬁgurable devices for the prototypes, the number of
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RHCs may vary depending on the punctual needs of the
applications.
Each RHC has a local memory where a subset of the semantic
tree is stored. This is the current data set the RHC is working on.
Usually, the size of the semantic network surpasses the capacity
of these local memories which, then, act as a cache of a part of
the whole knowledge base. The second memory level is played
by a DDR2 memory which also holds the bitstream for later incarnations of new RHC components.
A MicroBlaze processor runs a small control software routine
which is in charge of the synchronization of the operations within
the System-on-Chip (SoC) and the communications with a PC.
There is no other operating system running in the platform but a
little software layer (Xilkernel) implementing basic services such
as task scheduling, thread support and communication with
input/output peripherals (i.e., Ethernet interface).
The PC runs a client software that forwards Scone requests to
the SoC and also is able to load the semantic tree information in
a remote way. The MicroBlaze control software receives UDP messages and interprets the commands embedded in them. From the
PC Scone Engine user point of view, there is no change in the
way he has to interact with Scone. Scone Engine’s java libraries
which implement the search and inference functionality have been
extended to support communication with the FPGA platform.
Fig. 2 represents all the above mentioned elements integrated
in the Scone Reasoning FPGA Platform. A XUPV5 prototyping board
(based on a Virtex5 LX110T chip) has been used to implement the
conﬁguration depicted in Fig. 2.
4.1. Scalability and ﬂexibility
In Section 2, ﬂexibility and scalability were identiﬁed as a usual
weak point in most of the proposals. In this work, both properties
are assured because of the use of dynamic reconﬁgurable logic and
a distributed marker propagation mechanism.
Dynamic reconﬁguration technology enables on-demand
growth of the platform capabilities. Whenever it is necessary,
new instances of the RHC can be instantiated at run-time. Thus,
the number of processing cores can be adapted depending on the
size of the semantic tree region that it is going to be traversed
simultaneously. Also, the size of the semantic tree depends on
the application under execution. Then, our platform can be sized
accordingly to the real needs, avoiding unnecessarily wasting power consumption due to unused RHC cores.
Concerning the optimized marker propagation mechanism, a
distributed and decentralized method has been developed. Since
each RHC holds a part of the semantic tree, the goal is to start
the execution of the reasoning algorithm as soon as possible. In
order to reduce the overall latency of the upscan and downscan
operations, the semantic tree data must be partitioned and
deployed among several RHCs.
4.1.1. Dynamic reconﬁguration management
Partial reconﬁguration is a feature present in some of the FPGA
devices in the market. This characteristic allows run-time variations of the hardware architecture by re-programming the conﬁguration memory of the reconﬁgurable chip. Therefore, an
adaptation of a system, according to the current needs, is performed adjusting the resources to the actual demand.
The work proposed here resorts to the infrastructure for
dynamic reconﬁguration management for Xilinx platforms developed by Dondo et al. [26] in order to make the Scone hardware
platform an entity that scales well through the addition of new
processing cores when it is required.
Following, a brief description of the process and supporting
architecture devised in [26] is provided to the reader. The goal is
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to offer a global solution to the main challenges that make it possible to take full advantage of partial and dynamic reconﬁguration.
The main working lines are: hardware support to reduce the reconﬁguration latency, workﬂow and tools based on a high level model
to ease the development of dynamic reconﬁgurable systems.
The Reconﬁguration Manager (ReM from now on) is a hardware
core, coupled to the MicroBlaze processor through a Fast Serial Link
interface. The ReM is connected directly to the ICAP which is the
Xilinx core in charge of managing the access to the FPGA conﬁguration memory. Therefore, the communication bandwidth with the
ICAP is increased, reducing the time needed to reconﬁgure a speciﬁc area. As it can be seen in Fig. 3, the ReM core is also directly connected to the DDR memory which stores the bitstreams through a
Native Port Interface; no software intermediaries nor MicroBlaze
action are required in the FPGA programming process.
The RController keeps a register of the available cores that can
be instantiated in a free reconﬁgurable area and where the programming bitstreams are located in the DDR memory, among other
information concerning persistency and management of the core
status, which is out of the scope of this work. When the RController
receives a command to load or to evict an instance of a component,
it orchestrates all the actions required through the Factory. The
Factory is in charge of moving data from/to the DDR memory
and conﬁguration memory, playing the role of a specialized DMA
controller. Operations on the DDR can be overlapped with operations on the ICAP, which leads to a maximum bandwidth of
180 MB/s.
The interfacing with the MicroBlaze processor is handled
through messages received using the Fast Serial Link. The MicroBlaze Interface decodes such messages generated by the embedded
software when a petition from the PC running the Scone Engine
arrives.
The whole process, thus, implies the following steps: (1) The PC
sends an Ethernet message which is received by the MicroBlaze
embedded software; (2) the Ethernet message is decoded and a
petition to the Reconﬁguration Manager is made through the FSL
interface; (3) the FSL message is received and interpreted by the
ReM module which triggers the operation (RController); and, ﬁnally, (4) the necessary memory transactions are performed between
the DDR and the ICAP through the Factory component. These steps
are taken just once to deploy the desired conﬁguration of ScopeIP
components before any reasoning algorithm starts. So, the time
invested in this conﬁguration stage is negligible in comparison
with the operation time of the conﬁguration once it has been set
up. Moreover, the bitstreams for the RHC modules are pre-loaded
in DDR memory and the reconﬁguration time for one module is
approximately 12.45 ms.
As to the layout of the reconﬁgurable areas, we have followed a
conservative approach since there is only one type of component to
be instantiated. The reconﬁgurable region is divided into areas of
ﬁxed size, shape and placement up to a total number of four in this
prototype due to the resource constrains imposed by the chosen
platform. The interface with the static region is ﬁxed and it is composed by the signals that connect the core to the PLB (Processor
Local Bus) bus.
4.1.2. Smart data distribution
Replication has no value on its own without a mechanism that
distributes the data among the processing cores in order to take a
beneﬁt from the parallel architecture. The FPGA Scone platform
makes it available several RHC modules that potentially can process parts of the semantic tree concurrently. Therefore, a smart
data distribution strategy must be envisioned.
Semantic tree partitioning can be performed by branches
(horizontal partitioning) or levels (depth or vertical partitioning).
Fig. 4 shows how these criteria can be applied to split the semantic
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the Scone FPGA reasoning platform.
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Fig. 4. Semantic tree distribution alternatives: branch (left); vertical with forwards links (center); and a combination of both (right).

tree in N clusters that, in turn, can be assigned to N different RHCs.
The time necessary to complete the marking-passing algorithms on
a cluster mainly depends on the total number of links and nodes
that must be visited. Thus, reducing the size of the clusters to process is an objective. However, semantic tree partitioning must be

performed thoughtfully to favor parallel propagation of the
markers.
The conﬁguration depicted on the left side of Fig. 4. Is an example of horizontal partitioning for early marker propagation. Any
upscan/downscan operation starting at one of the black nodes of
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the semantic tree (RHC #1) initiates two parallel executions of the
upscan/downscan on RHC #2 and RHC #3. Activation takes place
whenever the procedure reaches what is called an edge link, that
is, a link that references an entity residing in an external (different)
RHC.
Vertical partitioning (center conﬁguration in Fig. 4) reduces the
depth of the cluster, and therefore its size, with the consequent
aforementioned beneﬁts. In this case, it is necessary to add extra
knowledge to the semantic network in the form of forward links.
A forward link (represented with dashed lines in Fig. 4) is an edge
link that captures the transitive property of a given relation. Their
function is to trigger a soon start of marker propagation on another
RHC.
Last scenario (right conﬁguration in Fig. 4 combines the advantages of both techniques that lead to constant processing times
regardless the size of the semantic tree. It is worth mentioning that
a ﬁrewall mechanism has been also implemented to prevent duplicate activations due to overlapping node visitation. The RHC control logic is able to detect such situation, stopping the
propagation of any marker that has been set/clear before.
As mentioned before, each semantic tree partition is assigned to
a different RHC module. Actual activation implies a bus transaction
where the master is the RHC core source of the edge/forward link
and the slave is the destination. This means an extra cost in terms
of communications due to arbitration and transmission cycles. But
this overhead is signiﬁcantly reduced because our platform is
based on the principles, tools and infrastructure provided by the
OOCE SoC middleware [27]. OOCE allows hardware to hardware
transactions by means of special bus wrappers (which are part of
the RHC architecture, see Fig. 5) which means no software involved
in the control and synchronization process. The whole activation
process can be performed in only 3 bus cycles without bus congestion. A separate study should be carried out in order to determine
the relation of the number of activation operations over the number of internal RHC computations that might lead to bus saturation
levels with an impact on the algorithm performance. The results of
this study could help to improve and drive the partition and data
distribution procedure.
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upscan and downscan operations. For a select operation, it iterates through the marker data stored in internal memories and
retrieves those node identiﬁers whose mask bits have been
activated.
5.1. Representation of the semantic tree: the ChildOf and ParentOf
functions
This subsection is devoted to provide an insight of the implementation of the ChildOf and ParentOf functions referenced in the
upscan and downscan algorithms (recall Algorithm 1).
The semantic tree network of nodes and links is represented in
a tabular format which is more suitable for hardware processing.
Each semantic tree node has a unique value identifying it. Relationships between nodes are translated into table entries, qualiﬁed by
the relationship type and the direction of such relation (i.e. A-node
or B-node using Scone terminology). Fig. 5 graphically represents
the method [25] that computes the parents or children of a given
node, as explained below.
In the RHC, the Semantic Tree CAM (STC) stores the ﬂat representation as described above. STC is implemented using a Ternary
CAM which allows the speciﬁcation of don’t care bits in the search
patterns. Therefore, to retrieve all the relations in which a node N
is-father (play the role of B-node), it is only necessary to place do
not care bits in the A-node ﬁeld and N in the B-node ﬁeld of the
search pattern (and, of course, the right code for the relation we
are looking for). The reader can guess that a similar approach
works for the case of an is-child primitive (swapping the search
pattern ﬁelds). In summary, and following the example depicted
in Fig. 6 asking for the parents of Node8 in the Is-as hierarchy will
result on a match operation with ‘‘Is-a|Node8|XXX’’ as the input pattern mask. Querying for the children of Node2 of a Color needs the
following pattern ‘‘Colour|XXX|Node2’’.
Conﬁguring the STC output not to be encoded, the match output
of the CAM is a bitmask with one bit representing a memory position. If the bit B is set to 1, it means that entry B satisﬁes the primary condition (is-father or is-child). Hence, the match register
is used to index a Block Ram (BRAM) that contains a copy of the
STC content plus the marker bits.

5. RHC architecture
5.2. CAM Control
This section focuses on the explanation of the micro-architecture for the hardware core designed to accelerate the three basic
operations of the marker-passing algorithm; the Reasoning Hardware Core (RHC).
Fig. 5 shows a high level block diagram of the main elements
conforming the RHC’s architecture. Three main subsystems can
be identiﬁed, which are brieﬂy introduced underneath:
 System integration logic. It is the bus wrapper in charge of isolating the core logic of the kernel of the RHC from the implementation details of the physical protocol. This wrapper does not
only interpret bus transactions and ﬁres the speciﬁc requests
to the Central Control, but it is also responsible for loading and
updating the content of the different RHC1 memories.
 Computation of the node set and links to visit. This subsystem
includes the CAM Control Logic, the Semantic Tree CAM and the
logic intended to ﬁlter and compute the actual node set to visit
in the next iteration of the upscan or downscan operation.
 Marker propagation. It is a pipelined datapath that, given a node
set and links to visit, it updates the marker bits and gets the
identiﬁers of the nodes to visit in the next iteration of the

1
For the sake of simplicity, the relationships and main connections between
elements have been omitted from the diagram supporting this feature.

The CAM Control logic is in charge of generating STC search patterns and node sets to be visited in the next iteration of the current
operation. The former operation is carried out by the technique
described before whereas the latter needs to be explained in more
detail.
As it has been previously mentioned, STC output is used to
index a BRAM containing the marker data. The basic approach to
solve this problem in hardware (a shift register and a counter
implementing an address generator) would be non-optimal in
time. Thus, an improved indexation mechanism is developed based
on: (1) a reduction of the range of addresses to be generated (see
Section 5.3) and; (2) a reduction of the number of iterations needed
to complete the algorithm.
To accomplish (2), the CAM Control uses a network of registers
and logic grouping several STC outputs. This strategy reduces the
number of iterations and, therefore, the number of times the BRAM
needs to be indexed. Also, the number of actual accesses to BRAM
per iteration will be higher, rising the productivity of the indexation process.
Each iteration starts reading the Nodes2Visit FIFO until it is
empty. This results on various consecutive queries to the STC in
order to determine the child or parent nodes to visit in the next
iteration, depending on the command under execution. The
outputs of consecutive queries to the STC are ‘ored’ in a
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temporary register, implementing the ‘‘Union’’ function (line 8 of
Algorithm 1).
In addition, to prevent repeated visits to a same node in different iterations, the history of previous accesses to BRAM is kept in
the match prev register. The current computed set of BRAM positions to read is ﬁltered using this information when a batch of
STC accesses is completed. The following expressions summarize
such optimization ﬁlters where i stands for the value of the current
iteration of the execution of a reasoning operation.
matchi = OR(STC_outputj) for each j in Nodes2Visit
matchi+1 = NOT(match_historyi) AND matchi
match_historyi+1 = match_historyi OR matchi
The CAM Control does not take part in the execution of the
select operation.
5.3. Marker propagation datapath
The marker propagation stage updates the marker bits for all
the memory entries computed by the CAM Control logic. It is also
responsible for inserting into the Nodes2Visit FIFO the identiﬁers of
the child or parent nodes (depending on the operation under
execution). The CAM Control retrieves from the Nodes2Visit FIFO
the information needed to generate the batch of STC queries for
the current iteration.
The input parameters for marker propagation are: the marker
mask (bits to activate), the command under execution (upscan,

downscan or select), the match register (set of addresses to access)
and the historical log of previous accesses (previous match register). Fig. 7 shows the diagram of the segmented datapath developed for the marker propagation process. Three stages can be
identiﬁed (from left to right): indexation or memory access generator, propagation and marker updating. In the picture, the second
and third stages somehow meld since they share the same dual
port BRAM memory; propagation to read and marker updating to
write.
Before starting the marker propagation, it is necessary to load
the match and previous match values into the ﬁrst BRAM memory.
This BRAM’s content is used in the indexation or memory access
generator stage. The Index BRAM (IBRAM) geometry will have a
depth equal to the width of the match register (one bit per memory
address) and a width of two bits. When a read access is performed
on the IBRAM, the two bit word contains one bit from the match
input and one bit from the previous match input (i.e. ibram[j]
= match[j] & prev[j]). Thus, when the IBRAM is written, the bits
of both input registers are interleaved. In Fig. 6 the reader can
notice that there is an asymmetry in the data port width for read
and write operations. This feature is supported by some memory
technologies as the one used in the implementation of the prototype. In this case, a wider data port for write operations allows
completing the initialization of the IBRAM in fewer cycles.
Once the IBRAM has been initialized, the normal operation of
the datapath can proceed. The indexation mechanism uses two
address registers (the Front Index and the Rear Index) to access
the IBRAM. The RIndex is initialized to start from the highest
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memory address and every cycle it is decremented until the ﬁrst 1
is found for the match bit (ibram[RIndex][0] == 1). Therefore,
the RIndex value indicates the last address to access accordingly
to the match register value for this iteration (stop condition). This
optimization avoids unnecessary cycles to check match bits for
more memory accesses.
Another optimization implemented in the proposed indexation
mechanism uses the Start Index register which tracks the position
of the ﬁrst bit with a value of 0 (that is, it has not been visited
before) in the history of match values. For each iteration, FIndex
is loaded with the value of Start Index, avoiding unnecessary
memory checks. Fig. 8 shows how Start and RIndex are used to
reduce the total accesses to the memory since the valid range
of the memory map shrinks. This technique is valid since the ﬂattening (Section 5.1) of the semantic tree is performed using a
depth ﬁrst traversal of the structure and, hence, placing the nodes
related within a hierarchy on consecutive memory addresses.
When ibram[FIndex][0] == 1, an access to the Sematic Tree
BRAM (STBRAM) takes place at the next execution cycle. The
Propagation Unit analyzes the semantic tree entry retrieved from
memory and determines, based on the current operation and the
marker mask, whether the memory entry needs to be updated (if
the marker bit has not been activated yet – line 5 of Algorithm
1) or not. The Propagation Unit generates the write commands to
the Nodes2Visit FIFO and the STBRAM that will take place in the
next execution cycle.
Finally, it is worth sketching out how the select operation works.
In this case, there is no need of IBRAM initialization since all the
memory map needs to be explored. Thus, the indexing stage generates all the possible address values to read the STBRAM.
The Propagation Unit only generates write commands for the
Nodes2Visit FIFO when the following condition evaluates to true
marker == (marker && stbram[i].bitmask).
6. Implementation results
The XUPV5 board from Xilinx has been the device chosen for the
implementation of a prototype of the Reasoning Hardware Core presented here. It is based on a Virtex5 LX110T chip, equivalent to four
million logic gates with dynamic partial reconﬁguration capability.

The RHC core is connected to the Processor Local Bus (PLB) and
a MicroBlaze soft processor which runs a small program which
communicates with the RHC peripheral to launch commands, load
semantic tree data, read results, etc.
In this prototype, the RHC is able to store a semantic tree with a
maximum of 1 K relations and 512 concepts. Four different types of
relations can be deﬁned between the nodes and the reasoning process can support eight different marks or sets to be combined.
These features delimit the number of bits necessary to represent
and store such information in memory. In this version of the platform, we have been conservative in order to maintain in reasonable
levels the memory requirements for our tests.
As a result, all the memories in the design have a depth of
1 K words and 20 bits width (2 bits to codify the relation code
and 9 bits  2 to codify the node identiﬁer) for the STCAM.
The IBRAM is 2 bit width as mentioned in the previous section
and the STBRAM is 30 bit width (20 bits + 8 bits for the marker
mask + 2 control bits). All the RAM memories in the design are
true dual-port memories and conﬁgured in READ FIRST operating
mode.
The STCAM memory is the most demanding component from
the resources point of view and conditions the maximum clock frequency the RHC is able to achieve. The STCAM is a SRL16E-based
CAM with a 16 clock cycle write latency and one cycle latency
for search operations. STCAM implements a basic ternary mode
for search operations and the match address output is multi-match
unencoded (many-hot).
The whole design has been synthetized using the 12.1 ISE
Design Suit Embedded Edition with the following results
(Table 1):
The evaluation of the FPGA based Scone reasoning platform presented here needs to be compared to the software implementation
of the Scone system. The set of tests has been design with the following strategy in mind: reproducing similar scenarios than the
ones undertaken in [1]:
 Test #1. A semantic network of 1024 elements is traversed and
marked from top to down. Each link must be visited at least
once, more if a node has two or more parents. This operation
is called ‘‘Downscan thing’’ since each concept in the semantic
network is-a thing.
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Table 1
RHC synthesis results.
Freq

SRL16

Flip ﬂops

LUTs

Slices

BRAM

107 MHz

10,240
(57%)

1259
(2%)

14,935
(22%)

4049
(23%)

4
(36 kbit)

Table 2
Execution time performance.
Test

SW time
(ms)*

HW time
(ls)*

Speedup

#1 Downscan the semantic network
tree (1 K elements)
#2 Mark & intersect 2 sets with 10
members, one winner
#3 Mark & intersect 3 sets with 10
members, one winner

43

92

467

2

423

4.7

3.6

476

7.6

*
Mean execution time of relevant Scone reasoning operations in our prototype
and Dell workstation. 500 executions of each test were carried out.

 Test #2. In this test, the semantic network has only 64 elements.
Two downscan operations are performed ﬁrst in order to mark
each of the ten elements belonging to a group. Then, a query to
the system is made in order to retrieve the only element which
has both marks active (the winner).
 Test #3. The same procedure as test 2 but considering three
groups and a semantic network size of 128 elements.
The hardware platform under test implements a single RHC and
no reconﬁguration was needed. Also, it is assumed that the semantic tree data has already been loaded into the RHC memories.
Therefore, the HW execution times shown in Table 2 are not affected by communication or topology changes during run-time. The
goal was to evaluate the performance of the RHC architecture in
an optimal conﬁguration. Moreover, the reader must notice that
reconﬁguration takes place before (and just once) the system is
able to accept commands, so the inﬂuence of this feature does
not change the results obtained. Concerning communications overhead, it is highly dependent on the semantic tree data and the partition strategy. Therefore, in this case, it is necessary an in depth

study of the algorithms used to divide the semantic tree and insert
the forward links.
As to the software side, the computer in which the software
runs is a Dell XPS 8300 workstation with 8 GB of DDR3 memory,
an Intel i7-2600 processor at 3.4 GHz and a 64-bit GNU/Linux (kernel version 2.6.16) operating system.
The analysis of the results from Table 2 rapidly focuses on the
important speedup difference between test #1 and the rest. There
are three factors that combine to explain the leap:
 First, there is a penalty for the software execution in test #1
probably derived from the memory management performed
by the Scone software engine (cache misses). On the contrary,
the hardware execution makes its best since the whole semantic tree is stored in BRAM memories and each access takes a
couple of clock cycles.
 Second, for tests #2 and #3 the hardware execution has an extra
penalty due to the time to send/receive and process the UDP
control messages to/from the necessary to drive two (three in
test#3) downscanning and one select operations.
 Third, the size of the data set is much bigger in test #1 than in
test #2 and #3 (more than a thousand elements compared to a
few tens) so the percentage of computation time spent in the
RHC over the rest of operations (mainly communication with
the PC and hardware/software interfacing) increases. Therefore,
in test #1, there is an extra opportunity to take advantage of
hardware acceleration.
These preliminary results indicate that our approach is more
suitable for operations over larger data sets, trying to reduce the
communication with the Scone Engine running in the PC. In this
regard, it would be necessary to build a batch-like system so the
set of commands to be executed by the hardware platform is sent
just once, avoiding the need of sending several UDP packets via the
Ethernet interface.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, the design of a hardware unit to accelerate
semantic tree operations for common-sense reasoning applications
was presented. The algorithm utilized was the marker-passing
strategy proposed for the Scone Knowledge-Based system. The
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implementation has been performed using a Xilinx ML507 prototyping board, with a Virtex-5 LX110T FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Array) chip and compared to an equivalent software
implementation.
The optimized micro-architecture together with a smart data
mapping strategy allows our solution to achieve a signiﬁcant
reduction in execution times of marker-passing algorithms. On
top of this, scalability and ﬂexibility are assured by means of the
adoption of reconﬁgurable logic technology which makes it our
proposal suitable for a wide range of needs. Also, the architecture
and methods exposed can be generalized so it can be applied to
other algorithms that make it use of recursive structures such as
general trees or graphs.
It is observed that memory usage is the main limiting factor in
the proposed architecture. Since reconﬁgurable devices have a
relatively small amount of in-chip memory blocks, most of the
FPGA resources are devoted to the components that have to store
the semantic tree data.
Therefore, further research must be performed in order to
reduce the memory needs of the studied algorithms or envision
new ways to encode the working dataset. In our vision, this is
the ﬁrst step to follow in order to make it feasible the embodiment
of such kind of reasoning capabilities in ubiquitous environments.
This ultimate goal is motivated by the need of real-time contextaware processing using embedded boards with reconﬁgurable logic support. Lately, a wide variety of hybrid platforms combining
microcontrollers and FPGA chips are available in the market which
represents an alternative to other approaches exclusively based on
software (which lack of computational power or are power hungry). This works aims to set up the basis for future work so this
new technology can be applied in new scenarios and applications
away from the classical high performance, mainframe ecosystems.
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